
There are some cool facts to know about these products.
We frequently get asked the same questions over and over
again so Pam suggested we address them in a training.

Hooray, Pam! Thank you.
Yes! Pam McLellan is still with the company. Fifteen years
ago the cleanse transformed her digestion. That allowed
her to start living the active lifestyle she always wanted.

Pam loves nature.
She had been a serious equestrian doing dressage and
jumping. She also has a master's degree and is a published art
historian. However, the coolest thing I've seen her do is sell her
house in Frederick, Maryland, pack 2 cats and a dog into her
Prius and head west to Oregon.

I didn't realize that Pam is really a wildwoman.
Under a soft-spoken, thoughtful and considerate persona,
she was shouting, "Yeeehawww!" as she was chased by the
giant 2010 North American Blizzard all across the continent.
She zigged through the upper states and then zagged south
to escape it, only to be engulfed by a total white-out as she
drove west through Missouri.

I was on the phone as she zigzagged in front of that storm.
She was having fun. A storm trying to swallow her up
and she was exhilarated.

Pam didn't know anyone in Oregon before she got there.
She just knew she wanted to live close to nature.

As she was acclimating to this new world and experimenting
with where she wanted to settle down, she did some things
that floored me. We thoughtfully discussed via phone (I live
in Los Angeles) the concept of adding a relaxing hobby to our
lifestyles.
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15 years later Pam is better than
ever and having the time of her life.

This was taken in her new back yard.
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I wanted to write and sing. I thought she would say something
like "make pottery." (She had been a potter in her earlier life. )

"No," she said, "I want to get a kayak and shoot the rapids."

Did I mention that Pam is 72 years old?
She bought a green kayak to explore whitewater and lakes in
Oregon. Then she spent 3 weeks in rapids down the Grand
Canyon.

Next she hired an architect and now lives in a tiny house with
her two cats. She built a large, fenced-in "run" for the cats that
actually has a larger footprint than her own home. She climbs
down out of her loft in the morning, puts on her tennies and
jogs out into the forest,

On her 71st birthday she climbed 125' up a 165' Douglas Fir.
Because of Isagenix, she is living her dream life at a time
when most people are slowing down and hitting the old
rocking chair.

Pam has coached hundreds through the cleanse. She
suggested that we share some Fast Facts about questions
she frequently gets about these products:

1) Isagenix Snacks
2) Ionix Supreme
3) IsaFlush.

1) Isagenix Snacks.
Don't skip them. They are mini-meals loaded with amino acids
and chromium to keep your blood sugar stable - especially on
cleanse days. They are an important part of this program and one
of the core products that makes it work. They are important.

It is best to suck them rather than chew them, so that your
digestive juices don't get active and create hunger. One of my
best customers is a cowboy / stuntman who makes sure his
grandson has the chocolate snacks with him at school. He said it
helps his grandson stay alert and do better.

This is what Pam likes to do.

Really happy, trying out her new kayak.

Can you imagine climbing up this?
Others on that trip were decades younger.
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2) Ionix Supreme
This stuff is AMAZING. It is loaded with 7 adaptogens that
balance out all the systems of the body. It's good for stress.
Athletes use it for recovery. It will give you terrific energy.

Drink 1 oz. every morning 10 minutes before your shake.
Yes... some people put it in the shake, however, the
nutritionists tell me that it's best to drink it on its own
so that it gets absorbed directly into the bloodstream.

It can also help you sleep.
Because Ionix Supreme balances out all the systems in
your body and supports whatever you are doing, the
adaptogens can also help you go to sleep. Be aware
that you have to drink it RIGHT before you get in bed.
If you drink it 15 minutes before that and putter around,
there is every likelihood that they will "balance" your
system to give you more energy and keep you awake.

It's my secret weapon when I have to get up at 4 a.m.
Sometimes, when I travel, I end up packing in the middle
of the night. I'm usually excited and on on-edge to
remember everything I need. When I finish, I'll put
the suitcase by the door, sip a shot glass of Ionix Supreme
next to the bed, then lay down. Once my head hits the pillow
I'm sawing Zzzzz's. I wake up refreshed and ready to rumble.

3) IsaFlush
Ahhhh...people swear by IsaFlush. It's not a laxative.
It's a high quality magnesium that lubricates the inside
of the colon. (Laxatives actually dehydrate the colon.)

It's good for the heart and for the bones. And, in this
instance, it truly helps get things moving.

The science behind all these products is deep.
Everything in the product line is cutting edge. They spend
millions of dollars every year testing all the ingredients that
come in before they create the products. And when the
products are finished, outside companies test them again.

If, for any reason, a supplier sends an ingredient that is not
up to par, the company will return the ingredient and forgo
producing the product till they get the right ingredients.

We have all learned to implicitly trust Isagenix products.
Why? Because they work.

Pam has more energy than most 30 year olds.

This is Pam's tiny house in the big woods.
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The Products and What They Do
by Tony Escobar

Nutritionist / Isagenix Scientific Advisory Board / Academy of Scientists

72 ionic-based minerals
10 that metabolize fat
7 help promote a healthy liver
2 help reduce yeast
10 assist with emotional stress
2 assist with maintaining a healthy gall bladder
1 helps reduce water retention
3 reduce toxins in the blood
4 suppress appetite
2 promote healthy adrenal system
Powerful antioxidants and natural cleansing herbs
Nourishes the body's detoxification systems

96 Ingredients

10 metabolize fats
3 help reduce emotional stress
7 assist liver function
3 stabilize blood sugar
1 reduces toxins in the blood
3 oxygenate the cells
1 assists gall bladder
1 assists in reducing sugar cravings

24 Ingredients

7 digestive enzy
12 metabolize fats
3 promote a healthy liver

7 help with emotional stress
and cortisol secretion

45 promote regularity
3 reduce appetite
3 stabilize blood sugar
4 support healthy adrenal system
4 promote lean muscle
2 maintain lean muscle mass
3 boost energy
Low-glycemic / boosts metabolism
Superior branched-chain amino acids
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I have included this document again for your convenience.
Enjoy!
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